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Abstract
Blockchain has been gaining significant interest in several domains. However, this technology also raises relevant challenges,
namely in terms of data protection. After the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been published by the European
Union, companies worldwide changed the way they process personal data. This project provides a model and implementation
of a blockchain system to store personal data complying with GDPR.We examine the advantages and challenges and evaluate
the system. We use Hyperledger Fabric as blockchain, Interplanetary File System to store personal data off-chain, and a
Django REST API to interact with both the blockchain and the distributed file system. Olympus has three possible types of
users: Data Subjects, Data Processors and Data Controllers and a fourth participant, Supervisor Authority, that, despite not
being an explicit role, can perform all verifications that GDPRmandates. We conclude that it is possible to create a system that
overcomes the major challenges of storing personal data in a blockchain (Right to be Forgotten and Right to Rectification),
while maintaining its desirable characteristics (auditability, verifiability, tamper resistance, distributed—remove single points
of failure) and complying with GDPR.

Keywords Blockchain · GDPR · Data privacy · Developing · Hyperledger fabric · IPFS

1 Introduction

Blockchain has been the subject of great enthusiasm in sev-
eral domains [1–7]. The technology’s versatility has led
to blockchain being used for different applications, from
cloud authentication [2] to secure sharing of health records
[3]. Recent users include incentive mechanisms for machine
learning [5], data sharing frameworks for IoT [7], control and
traceability of food supply chains [4], and storing transaction
details of pets’ adoption process [6]. However, the hype also
leads to misuse, which motivated several authors to propose
criteria for deciding whether to use blockchain. For exam-
ple, the National Institute of Standards and Technology [8]
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suggests criteria such as the need for a distributed network
and consistent records.

Another trend in the last decades has been the online col-
lection and processing of huge amounts of personal data,
which led to the introduction of privacy-oriented legislation
such as the European Union’s general data protection regu-
lation (GDPR) [9]. For the purposes of this article, personal
data is defined as “any information relating to an identi-
fied or identifiable natural person” [9]. GDPR entitles the
users to request the deletion of their personal data (barring
some exceptions) which is at odds with the immutability of
blockchain, a key pillar for enabling trust in those systems.
This conflict raises the need for investigating solutions to
use blockchain for storing personal data without violating
the law.

1.1 Problem statement

Storing personal data in the blockchain have many bene-
fits, including integrity and tamper resistance (that make
blockchain easier to audit), distribution (that removes of Sin-
gle Points of Failure) and almost real-time record updating
[10]. However, to benefit from this characteristic is manda-
tory to comply with the law.
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GDPR is one of the world’s leading personal data pro-
tection regulations and, since the regulation makes storing
personal data directly on the blockchain impractical, is
important to search for solutions that have the characteris-
tics of blockchain while complying with the GDPR.

We propose a GDPR blockchain system with off-chain
storage to verify if it is practical to use blockchain to store
personal data while complying with GDPR.

Although there are several projects using blockchain to
store personal data, there is a lack of implementation and
most of them do not address GDPR directly [10]. We notice
the necessity of a more GDPR-focused solution to store per-
sonal data in blockchain.

This project presents the conceptual model of such a sys-
tem and its respective implementation. Possible applications
include customer data processing by companies, employee
data processing by employers, students’ data processing by
schools/universities and hospitals that want to store patient
data.

1.2 Our contribution

We designed and developed a blockchain system to store
personal data complying with the GDPR using Hyperledger
Fabric (HLF) as blockchain and IPFS (as off-chain storage).
The system stores personal data off-chain and an pointer to
the personal data in the blockchain. The systemwas designed
considering the participants in GDPR and the different func-
tions and authorisations for each role. The evaluation was
made in terms of compliance with the GDPR and perfor-
mance.

1.3 Paper structure

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in the
next section, we provide some common ground on key top-
ics. Then, in Sect. 3, we describe the conceptual proposal in
detail. Sections4 and 5 have a similar structure. We describe
the technologies (Hyperledger Fabric and IPFS) and how
they were integrated into the system. Section6 is a descrip-
tion of an API created for interaction with the system. Next,
we provide an evaluation concerning GDPR compliance and
performance of the system. Finally, we summarise related
work before closing with the conclusion.

2 Background

This sectionprovides somecommonground required through-
out the paper, namely blockchain, a system characterised by
great auditability and immutable records that can be used to
store a variety of data; General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), one of the world’s leading personal data protec-

tion regulations; and challenges of using blockchain to store
personal data without violating the GDPR.

2.1 Blockchain

Blockchain (BC) was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto [11]
to support Bitcoin. Blockchain technology consists of a dis-
tributed and tamper-resistant ledger shared by a network of
nodes. This ledger is append-only, which means that once
information is entered it can neither be deleted nor modified.
Blockchain is categorised into permissioned and permis-
sionless. In the former, everyone can join and maintain the
network (publish blocks); in the latter, only authorised nodes
can publish blocks [8].

There are four types of blockchain systems: public, pri-
vate, consortium and hybrid [12]. A public blockchain is
an open platform which anyone can access. All participat-
ing nodes have the same authority to verify transactions and
validate blocks. Private blockchains are closed networks,
owned by an entity or organisation and restricted to specific
nodes, i.e. new nodes can only join the network if the owner
of the blockchain accepts them. Controlling nodes are set
by the owner. The Consortium mode rests on a community
that enables more than one organisation to manage a private
blockchain. Finally, a hybrid blockchain is a combination of
public and private that allows users to decide who can par-
ticipate and which transactions should be made public [13].

There are several technologies for each type of blockchain.
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, and Litecoin are examples of pub-
lic blockchain systems.Monox andMultiChain are examples
of private ones. EWF, R3, Corda and B3i are consortium
blockchains, and Dragonchain is an example of a hybrid
blockchain [12].

One of the key aspects of blockchain is the use of consen-
sus algorithms that ensure that “all the nodes in the network
agree upon a consistent global state” [14]. There are several
and distinct consensus algorithms [14]. For example, proof-
of-work (PoW) consists in solving a mathematical puzzle.
Proof-of-stake (PoS) uses the quantity of cryptocurrencies
(stake) to select the next node to publish a block. The nodes
that invest more in the network have a higher probability of
being selected, and there are several algorithms that can be
used to choose the next node to publish a block (e.g. random).
Proof-of-authority (PoA) relies on the trust of publishing
nodes through their know link to real-world identities. Proof-
of-elapsed-time relies on secure hardware to determine the
next publisher, as each publishing node requests a wait time
from a secure hardware source, sleeps during that time, and
then awakes to create and publish a block alerting the other
nodes [8].

Among the key properties of blockchain are immutability,
transparency, availability, privacy, and consistency [15].
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2.2 General data protection regulation

The GDPR took effect across all member states of the Euro-
pean Union (EU) in May 2018 [16]. This regulation includes
strong sanctions that can reach a limit of 20 million Euros or
4% of the global revenue of a company (whichever is higher)
according to Article 83 [9].

GDPR applies to the processing of personal data for all
companies that process personal data of European citizens,
regardless of where they are headquartered [9].

GDPR identifies four stakeholders [17]: the Data Subject,
identified or identifiable natural person to whom personal
data relates directly or indirectly [9]; the Data Controller,
“natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other
body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the pur-
poses and means of the processing of personal data” [9];
the Data Processor, “a natural or legal person, public author-
ity, agency or other body which processes personal data on
behalf of the controller” [9]; the supervisor authority, “an
independent public authority which is established by aMem-
ber State [...] to be responsible for monitoring the application
of GDPR” [9].

The GDPR’s purpose is to “protect the rights, privacy and
freedoms of natural persons in the EU” and to reduce “bar-
riers to business by facilitating the free movement of data
throughout the EU” [17].

2.3 Blockchain and GDPR

There are several compliance considerations to keep in mind
concerning personal information. GDPR makes it impracti-
cal to store certain information in the blockchain.

Lately, there have been several cases where personal
information is recorded on blockchain-based systems. For
example, for a data sharing framework [18], managing data
in insurance [19], mobile communication [20], and creating
log systems [21]. Compliance with the regulation requires
finding solutions to address and solve the challenges of stor-
ing personal data in the blockchain.

In a previously executed systematic literature review
(SLR) [10],we identified themain advantages and challenges
to overcome when storing personal data in blockchain sys-
tems. The major advantages to store personal data in BC are
verifiability, integrity, and tamper resistance of records.Other
advantages, such as the removal of single points of failure,
strong consensus algorithms, and anonymity, are also men-
tioned in the literature.

The major challenges detected in the SLR are conse-
quences of compliance with articles 17 and 16 of GDPR.
The right to erasure or the right to be forgotten, Article 17
[9] states that “the data subject has the right to have his/her
personal data erased where it is being held under someone
else custody without any justifying grounds at all” [22]. This

entitlement conflicts with the immutable nature of records
in blockchain systems. On the other hand, article 16, Right
to Rectification, states that “data subjects have the right to
rectify inaccurate personal data” [23], which conflicts with
the exact same property of blockchains. Other challenges
related toGDPRare outlined in the literature, such as defining
accountability, identifying the data controller, and defining
responsibilities.

Many solutions to overcome these challenges involve
combining the type of blockchain (private/public) and the
category (permissioned/permissionless) with the way the
data are stored. These combinations are made because the
challenges involved in using a private and permissioned
blockchain for storing personal data are different from the
challenges involved in using a public and permissionless one.

Although there are several projects addressing the chal-
lenges of storing personal data in a blockchain, there are not
many implementations, and most of them are related to a
specific area/problem. Thus, we identified the need to create
a more generic, domain-independent system that could be
adapted to a large number of applications.

3 Related work

This section presents an overview of other projects about
blockchain-based systems to store personal records and be
compliant with GDPR, including both technological imple-
mentations and conceptual architectures.

Some solutions to deploy blockchain systems to store
personal data are based on the creation of new blockchain
technologies. For example, Onik et al. [24] created a privacy-
aware blockchain for sharing and tracking personally iden-
tifiable information (PII), which is defined as “any subset
of attribute values of an individual person which sufficiently
identifies this individual person within any set of persons”
[24]. This paper describes a scheme that is decentralised and
can be used for trusted PII sharing and tracking. Like most of
the other projects, BcPIIMS uses off-chain storage to reduce
blockchain storage space and private blockchain to limit per-
sonal data leaking. However, the off-chain storage is local,
not distributed like IPFS.

The system stores all personal information in the local
DB and the rest (user id, controller id and Non-Personally
identifiable information (NPII)) in the blockchain. They
used the Australian privacy law’s definition for NPII: “non-
identifiable data, which have never been labelled with
individual identifiers or from which identifiers have been
permanently removed, and by means of which no specific
individual can be identified” [24]. The proposed architecture
forces all the information inserted by the user to pass the data
controller before reaching the local database of the processor.
The controller separates the data into PII and NPII, generates
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the hash, and adds the information to the blockchain. When a
DS wants to modify or delete data, needs to inform the con-
troller and processor that he wants to perform the operation.
After that, the process is carried out by the DP and the DC.
However, existing technologies are better known and easy to
use.

There is also international initiatives, the European Block
chain Services Infrastructure (EBSI) [25] is a blockchain-
based public services infrastructure. The project uses a
permissioned blockchain system to help solving business
problems. However, EBSI does not have a native off-chain
decentralise storage, and therefore, it does not address the
challenge of storing personal data in the blockchain directly.

Barati et al. [26] address the problem of storing personal
data in blockchain in a specific domain: storing vaccine
passports during the COVID-19 pandemic. They designed
a system to create, store and verify digital vaccine certifica-
tions, also based on IPFS as off-chain storage. This option
guarantees no single points of failure and allows data to be
securely distributed globally. Since consent and data privacy
are major aspects of GDPR compliance, this project ensures
user consent, data encryption, data erasure, and accountabil-
ity. However, the authors used Ethereum, a blockchain that
has major disadvantages when compared with Hyperledger
Fabric, including the cost of transactions, and time of min-
ing/ordering.

Daudén-Esmel et al. [27] propose a system that provides
public access to immutable evidence while also allowing the
DS to manage his personal data. The DS must grant explicit
and time-limited consent for the collection and processing
of his data. The data record contains the id of DC, id of DS,
and consent lifetime. Each DP and the user consent must be
publicly available for the DS to manage. The DS are able
to modify, erasure and revoke consent, and any actor must
prove his identity before performing an operation.

There are projects that store data locally. For example,
Chiu et al. [28] propose an architecture in which data are
stored in a location that the user can trust and has control,
such as local storage. Since the main focus of this paper
is not GDPR, the roles in the system are slightly different.
The authors also emphasise the advantages of using off-chain
storage, such as scalability of the blockchain (since only the
hash of the data is stored), and enabling deletion and modi-
fication of information.

Truong and Lee [29] propose a design concept with
technical mechanisms to create a blockchain-based system
compliant with GDPR for personal data management. They
use the same blockchain system as proposed in this paper:
Hyperledger Fabric. The system has three different roles:
end-user (Data Subject), Service Provider (an entity that
collects and manages personal data) and a third party (an
entity that provides a service to end-users). The main role
of blockchain is to grant authorisation tokens when an entity

wants to perform an operation on personal data. The entity
asks for a token through a smart contract and then requests
information directly to the resource server. The personal data
are stored off-chain to improve scalability, efficiency and
GDPR compliance. When a DP accesses personal informa-
tion, the DS performs an active role by signing an acceptance
message.

The COVID-19 pandemic inspired several blockchain
projects. The need to process vaccine information and
certificates worldwide motivated several authors to create
distributed and secure systems. Abid at al. [30] developed
a system (NovidChain) that uses blockchain, self-sovereign
identity, encryption and W3C credentials standards to help
preserve privacy while sharing health certificates. Since
NovidChain uses Ethereum blockchain, the authors chose
uPort, a self-sovereign identity and user-centric data platform
to manage identification. Novidchain relies on Ethereum
private and permissioned Blockchain, and uses IPFS as
off-chain storage. Since NovidChain was designed to store
medical information, the users do not hold full control of
their information since the certificates are not generated or
managed by the users. Ethereum also makes the network
more costly, having an approximate $2.18 cost for issuing a
COVID-19 certificate [30].

Several of the authors that created a blockchain system
to store personal data are from the medical and health sec-
tors. Agbo and Mahmoud [31] designed and implemented a
blockchain framework for health consent management. The
authors proposed to store personal medical records on the
blockchain, and access the ledger from smart contracts that
are used as an access–control interface. The DS is capable of
granting and revoking permissions to his data.

Another possible application of blockchain to store per-
sonal data is human resources management. Rotondi et al.
[32] created a system to store work hours using Ethereum
and a off-chain storage. The information about the worker
attendance is stored off-chain, and the hash is stored on the
blockchain.

Although there are several authors that proposed solutions
based on BC to store personal data, the majority is highly
connected to a type of industry or problem. For example,
healthcare and COVID-19 have inspired several projects [26,
30, 31]. There is also interested in using blockchain systems
to e-governance. The Glass project [33, 34] used a similar
architecture to the one we propose. The authors used an HLF
as blockchain and IPFS as off-chain storage. However, the
access to the IPFS files in our solution is more restricted
(only a few nodes) and our model separate more clearly the
functions of the Data Subject, Data Controller, and Data Pro-
cessor.

We propose a solution to store general data, in which the
user keeps full control of his data. Our system can be used
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to store client information among enterprises, to store health
care information, social network information, among others.

One of the major advantages of using a permissioned
blockchain (HLF in this case) is the lower costs in terms
of time and money. In contrast to other HLF solutions, we
do not use the HLF authentication system to allow greater
agility, since adding the user directly to HLF implies a man-
ual process.

4 Conceptual proposal

Since, according to articles 16 and 17 of GDPR, corrections
and deletions of personal data are mandatory, this informa-
tion cannot be directly written to the immutable blockchain.
Thus, we store it instead off-chain, where the required oper-
ations are possible. However, to ensure the tamper resistance
and integrity of the data, its hash is calculated and stored in
the (immutable) blockchain.

When it is required to delete personal data, the informa-
tion in the off-chain is completely deleted; however, the hash
in blockchain is not modified. All the data previously written
can be verified using the hash code in the blockchain; how-
ever, it is not possible to retrieve the original information.
The modification process is simple when a deletion func-
tion is provided. To modify information, it is required to
delete the previous record off-chain and then create a new
one, after that, its calculated a new hash code and stored in
the blockchain.

Storing information off-chain makes it possible to tamper
the information; however, since the hash of all data saved
off-chain is added to the blockchain, any modification can
be easily detected. To detect alterations made to the data,
compare the hash written in the BC with the hash code of the
actual file.

Our design thus consists of threemainparts: the blockchain,
the off-chain storage and a REST API to facilitate interac-
tions with other systems. There are several technologies to
implement blockchain systems, off-chain storage and REST
APIs. We chose Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) to implement the
blockchain, Interplanetary File System (IPFS) as off-chain
storage, and Django to build the REST API.

In our proof-of-concept, the blockchain consists of three
organisations (Alpha, Beta and Omega), Alpha and Beta are
peer organisations (each with two peers) and Omega is an
orderer organisation (with three orderers).

For ease of maintenance, the whole setup was built using
virtual machines (VMs) that act as nodes for both the HLF
blockchain and the IPFS network. The virtual machines used
as peer nodes for HLF also serve as nodes in the IPFS net-
work.

All personal data are stored in a private IPFS network
protected by a key, to ensure that only authorised nodes can

Fig. 1 Microservice design

read, edit and delete that information. In a classical IPFS
system, each node stores a independent set of files, which
makes it impossible to ensure that a particular file is deleted
across the network when requested. To address this issue, we
propose the use of IPFS cluster [35], in order to maintain
the same file list in every node and, consequently, be able to
perform erasure and rectification in all nodes.

To interact with the system, the client applications use a
REST API. It can be accessed through a command line or,
if a graphical interface is needed, by a web browser. The
REST API has the options to create, read, update and delete
information.

When a user performs an action, the API separates the
personal information from metadata, using IPFS to address
operations relative to personal information and HLF to
address operations relative to metadata.

We propose a microservice architecture [36]. Microser-
vices are autonomous services and can be deployed inde-
pendently for a clear and defined purpose. This type of
architecture also allows each system to be developed and
tested independently and more easily maintenance [37].
Figure1 is a simplified representation of the system.

5 HLF blockchain component

Hyperledger Fabric is an open-source permissioned blockc
hain platform, designed for enterprise contexts. Among the
main characteristics of HLF, the highly modular and con-
figurable architecture stands out. This architecture allows
innovation, versatility and optimisation for a wide range of
industry and enterprise use cases [38].

Fabric supports smart contracts (chaincode) written in
different programming languages, such as Java, Go, and
Node.js and supports different consensus protocols [38]. To
fully understand the architecture of HLF, it is important to
understand the different roles in an HLF network. The main
stockholders of Hyperledger Fabric are Certification Author-
ities (CA), Organisations, Identities, Membership Service
Providers (MSP), orderers and peers [38]. The HLF docu-
mentation provides a tutorial on how to deploy a production
network divided into 5 steps: deciding network configuration,
setting up the cluster, setting up certification authorities, cre-
ating identities and MSP and deploying peer and ordering
nodes.
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5.1 Certification authorities andmembership
service providers

Certification authorities (CA) associate certificates with each
node and identity and create MSP structures that are used
to check the permissions that each node/identity has in the
network. Any organisation in an HLF network should have
at least two CAs each, with distinct objectives. The first one,
Enrolment CA, is used to enrol admins, MSP and nodes of
an organisation; the second, TLSCA, generates andmanages
TLS certificates.

The identities “determine the permissions over resources
and access the information” [38]. SinceHLF is permissioned,
all participants need to prove their identity to the rest of the
network. Although the CA generates key pairs, is the MSP
that recognises the identity and verifies if a given user can
perform an action or endorse a specific transaction.

Although the name “Membership Service Provider” sug-
gests an active subject, MSP is actually a file structure
that contains a list of permissioned identities, held by each
entity/node.

5.2 Ordering service

In a permissionless blockchain system, any node can par-
ticipate in the consensus process (ordering transactions and
distributing themamong blocks). Conversely, a permissioned
blockchain like HLF has specific nodes that sort and separate
the transactions into blocks. These nodes form the ordering
service and rely on deterministic consensus algorithms.

Our proof-of-concept, Olympus, has a particular organi-
sation, Omega, to which all orderer nodes belong. Like other
organisations in anHLFnetwork,Omega has twoCAs (Enrol
and TLS). The three orderers (Cronus, Atlas and Rhea) work
together to maintain the ledger and enforce access control for
channels. A channel is a private subnet of communications
between two or more network members. They are a crucial
aspect of HLF because they enable conducting private and
confidential transactions. Channels are defined by organisa-
tions and configured in the first block of that channel, the
genesis block. This block stores the policies, members and
peers of the channel.

The transaction flow consists of three phases, transaction
proposal and endorsement (when a client application pro-
poses a transaction); submission and ordering (orderers sort
transitions and create the block); and transaction validation
and commitment (distribution of ordered and package blocks
to ensure that all the nodes have the same transactions).

HLFprovides threemain consensus protocols,Raft,Kafka
and Solo. However, the last two were deprecated after the
release of version 2 of Fabric. The Raft protocol (used in
Olympus) is a crash fault-tolerant (CFT) that has “leader and

follower” model. Each channel elects a leader that makes
decisions and then replicates them among the followers.

5.3 Peer nodes

The peer nodes are a fundamental element in HLF networks;
they host ledgers and the chaincode (smart contracts).

To ensure auditability, integrity, tamper resistance in a per-
missioned blockchain, it is crucial that the network has at
least two organisations that interact with the ledger. If the
totality of the BC network is controlled by just one organi-
sation, it is not possible to do a full scrutiny of the actions,
since all the transactions and alterations to the chaincode are
approved by just one entity. Olympus has one orderer organ-
isation and two peer organisations, Alpha and Beta, each one
with two peers: Zeus and Poseidon, and Hera and Demeter,
respectively. After deploying the CA, and the peer nodes it is
possible to interact with the blockchain system through any
of these peers by using the peer client. All peers belong to
the same channel and have access to the same information in
the Olympus network.

5.4 Chaincode

Chaincode (CC) is a program that initialises the ledger and
manages its states through transactions. Chaincode can be
written in Go, node.js or Java, and since it handles functions
agreed by the members of a network, it can be consid-
ered a “smart contract”. States of the ledger are dependent
on the chaincode and created in a specific scope. This
makes it impossible to access a state created by a chaincode
directly from another chaincode. However, it is possible for
a chaincode to call another chaincode, if it has the necessary
permissions and both are in the same network [38].

The process to deploy chaincode is divided into several
stages. After writing the chaincode, it is necessary to label it
and create a package with all the code and metadata (name,
label, programming language). After packaging, the CC is
installed in each peer, so that it can be approved by each
organisation. After analysing the chaincode, the adminis-
trator of each organisation decides if he approves it to be
committed across his organisation. After the chaincode is
approved by every organisation that will use it, it can be
committed in the channel [38]. After being committed, the
chaincode can be invoked via the command line or using the
Olympus REST API.

Olympus has two CC (written in go) running simultane-
ously. The first CC stores the metadata of the personal data
inserted in the system: Timestamp, Pointer of the IPFS file,
SHA256 hash code, client ID, flag indicating if the IPFS file
was deleted and consent agreement. The second CC is used
to authenticate and manage the authorisation of Olympus
administrators.
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Fig. 2 CouchDB with 5 user records

Hyperledger Fabric provides two options to use as State
Database (DB) and support chaincode operations. LevelDB
is the default; however, CouchDB can perform JSON queries
and be used formore complex actions. For this reason, Olym-
pus uses CouchDB as state DB. Figure 2 shows a possible
state of the database, with 5 entries. Each line represents a
user, and each column to a different field: (1) user ID; (2)
pointer to the IPFS file of the user, also called Content ID;
(3) consent given when the API requested to process the per-
sonal data of the user; (4) a flag indicating if the IPFS file
of that user was deleted; (5) SHA256 of the IPFS file; (6)
timestamp of the user record’s creation.

5.5 Network

The full network is composed of three organisations (Alpha,
Beta and Omega) and respective CAs. The ordering service
is formed by three orderers connected with each other. Con-
versely, peer nodes only connect with other peers inside the
same organisation. The four peers (Alpha: Zeus, Poseidon;
Beta: Hera, Demeter) can use any of the orderer nodes to
connect to the ordering service as a whole. To interact with
the ledger, the user can invoke the chaincode using any one
of the four peers that will communicate that transaction to
the ordering service. Figure3 illustrates the architecture of
HLF network in our Olympus proof-of-concept. The “direct
connection” represent machines that communicate between
each other without any intermediate; the “indirect connec-
tions” are connections to the ordering service itself, a peer
node can use to any of the orderers to connect to the ordering
service as a whole.

Every machine represented in the network diagram is a
virtual machine with Ubuntu 20.04, running in Virtual Box,
hosted by a hardware running Windows 11 with 128GB of
Ram, 1 TB of Memory and an Intel Core i7-12700 2.10GHz.

6 IPFS component

The Interplanetary File System (IPFS) is a peer-to-peer pro-
tocol designed to create a permanent, decentralised, efficient,
and robust data storage and distribution [39]. IPFS com-
bines several different technologies to achieve low latency
and a content-addressable network. It combines distributed

Fig. 3 Olympus: HLF network

hash tables (DHT) to coordinate and maintain metadata and
BitSwap (a protocol inspired by BitTorrent) to coordinate
networks of untrusting peers and a cryptographically authen-
ticated data structure, similar toGit, to support file versioning
[39].

All files in an IPFS network are addressed using a
cryptographic hash (Content ID) code that results in tamper-
resistant files (since the hash code changes if the file was
tampered) and prevents duplication (since two equal files
result in the same IPFS object). Network nodes store a list of
hashed files in a local store. When a node wants to transfer a
file, it starts by finding providers (nodes that have the file) and
then transfers the document. Every node has an independent
file collection that is publicly available across the network
[40]. IPFS can store files, websites, applications, and general
data. When a node adds a file, it is split into smaller chunks,
a hash is calculated for each, and given a Content ID (CID)
that is used to verify and retrieve the file. When another node
requests the file, it provides the CID, downloads and stores
a copy of the document. This makes the second node also
a provider of the original file. To avoid losing the file, the
second node can pin the content. When a file is pinned, its
CID is added to a list of CIDs whose files cannot be deleted,
the pinset. If the second node does not pin the file, it will
be deleted after a predetermined amount of time or when a
specified amount of storage is used. If a second version of
the file is created, a new CID is generated, instead of over-
writing the previous document [40]. These properties ensure
good resilience, speed, and great censorship resistance [40].

6.1 Private network

IPFS private networks allow the nodes to connect only to
other nodes that have the same shared key and reject com-
munications from nodes outside that network [41]. Creating
a private network in IPFS is a simple process involving a few
steps: first it is necessary to create a key in one of the peers and
share it among the selected peers; second, delete the bootstrap
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list (each node has a individual bootstrap list that enumerates
the nodes to which the current node is directly connected)
from all the nodes of the network; third, it is necessary to
add the selected nodes to the bootstrap list. To ensure that
the nodes only connect to a private network, it is possible to
set an environment variable.

6.2 Cluster

IPFSprovides the option to build private networks using IPFS
cluster to coordinate pinsets across peerswith the same secret
keys. This enables collective pinning and unpinning and, con-
sequently, deletion of a file from all peers [39]. IPFS cluster
is a distributed application that provides data orchestration
across a private network. This is achieved by “allocating,
replicating and tracking a global pinset distributed among
multiple peers” [35]. Cluster works side by side with the
IPFS peer creating a total replication of data across the net-
work, enabling deletion of files and, like the main protocol,
ensuring a distributed network, since there is no central server
[35].

Any node can delete a file from the network.

6.3 Network

Olympus’s private network is formed by the same virtual
machines that support the HLF peer nodes. The network con-
sists of four peers that share a private key and a set of files.
All peers are part of a cluster, to make it possible to have a
consistent file list across the network. Figure 4 illustrates the
Olympus IPFS network. Four peers (Zeus, Poseidon, Hera
and Demeter) connected among them and sharing a private
key to enable a private network and a cluster. Besides being
possible to delete a file, it is also possible to recover any file
if a peer is lost.

Performingoperations on the data is relatively simple from
a user’s perspective. To add a file, the user only needs to
execute a command that replicates the file across the network
and add the CID of the file to the pinset of each node. To list
the pinset of the network, the user only needs to invoke a
command. To delete a file from the network, the user runs
two commands, one to delete theCIDof a file from the shared
pinset and the second to execute the garbage collector across
the network to delete every unpinned file.

7 REST API

This section explains the design of the API used to com-
municate with our system and the stakeholders it supports.
When a user wants to perform an operation, he can call the
REST API from the command line or use the web interface.

Fig. 4 Olympus: IPFS network

The API manages all the required interactions with HLF and
IPFS to securely store the data across both networks.

7.1 Users

The API supports three types of users, based on the above-
mentioned GDPR stakeholders. There is no specific role
for the Supervisor Authority in the API since this entity is
not always present in a organisation (only in audits) and,
however, is possible to guarantee all the functions granting
specific authorisations in the system.

The roles supported by the API are independent from the
blockchain and IPFS system. In other words, the separation
of roles in GDPR ismore exhaustive and complex, an orderer
can be considered a data processor and an administrator in
HLF can be considered a data controller; however, none of
them has a explicitly role in the API. This section is about the
specific user types of the API, not identifying the stakeholder
of GDPR.

7.2 Authorisation

The main difference between a DS and a DP or DC is the
authentication and authorisation process. The authorisation
of each role has a similar mechanism; however, the keys are
stored in different systems. The authentication is made by
verifying signed messages. When a participant wants to exe-
cute a function, he needs to send a signed message with his
id and the desired operation. In the proof-of-concept, this is
achieved by providing his private key to the API. In a produc-
tion environment, the signature can be done by executing a
script in his browser, and a timestamp can be added to ensure
signature freshness [42]. Then, the system verifies whether
the signature is valid, checks the type of user, and whether
he has permission to execute that operation.

The difference between data subjects and administrators
(data processor and data controller) is that, since GDPR
makes impractical to store personal data in the blockchain
(because it is impossible to delete), the public keys of DS are
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Fig. 5 User authentication

stored with the personal data in a single IPFS file while the
public keys of the administrators are stored directly in the
blockchain. Each data subject has only one IPFS file con-
taining all the personal information provided by the DP and
a public key for authorisation purposes.

To authenticate and authorise administrators, there is a
separate chaincode that stores all the administrator public
keys and the correspondent roles (DP or DC).

Figure 5 illustrates the users’ authentication process. First,
the user sends his ID and private key to the API; second, the
API requests to HLF the user asset (that contains the CID of
the user IPFS file); third, the API requests to IPFS the user
file (with users private key) in order to verify the private key.
The administrator authentication process, as shown in Fig. 6,
is simpler. First, the administrator sends his ID and private
key (pK) to the API; second, the API requests to the HLF
the asset of the respective administrator; third, verify if the
private key that corresponds to the Admin ID.

Hyperledger Fabric provides authentication and authori-
sationmechanisms; however, theywere designed for systems
with few users interacting directly with the blockchain. In
HLF, any new user must be addedmanually by the CA admin
before enrolling in the network. Since this process is time-
consuming and needs manual actions, we decided to use an
alternative mechanism that completely decouples the devel-
opment and operation of the HLF from the roles in the API.

Fig. 6 Admin authentication

7.3 Functions

Each of the different user types can perform different opera-
tions namely:

– Data Subject Create, Read, Update, Delete (CRUD) his
own record, Update own key pair;

– Data Processor Read DS record, Read information by
field, List all users;

– Data Controller CRUD operations on DS, Update DS
and other admins key pairs, List all users.

Olympus can be used in more realistic scenarios. However,
to simplify (in terms of implementation, understanding and
analysis), we have decided to list and implement only the
fundamental functions of each role. The combination of these
can be used in real-case scenarios. (The source code of each
algorithm is available online [43].)

All algorithms: start with an authorisation check (based
on RSA 2048 signatures); encrypt all files (using AES 256)
before storing them in the IPFS network; decrypt them
(using AES 256) when reading. These steps are omitted
below to simplify the comprehension of the functions. The
cryptografic algorithms were chosen based on security, per-
formance and widespread use.

Algorithm 1 shows the creation of a user: (1) the API cre-
ates a key pair; (2) the API verifies whether that user ID is
already used; (3)write all the personal information in an IPFS
file; (4) calculate a hash code of the file; (5) the hash and con-
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tent id are thenwritten in the blockchain to ensure auditability
and verifiability; (6) the private key is then returned to the
user.

Algorithm 1 Create Data Subject
Input: Personal I n f o, I D
(pK , PK ) ← CreateKeyPair()
exists ← HLF .Exists Asset(I D)

if not exists then
I PFSFile,C I D ← CreateI PFSFile(Personal I n f o, PK )

hash ← SH A256(I PFSFile)
HLF .Write(I D,C I D, hash)
return pK

end if
return None

Since different parts of the user records are stored in
the HLF blockchain and IPFS, the read function needs to
interact with both to retrieve the information. As shown in
Algorithm 2: (1) getting the user asset present in the HLF;
(2) checks the “deleted” flag; (3) if the file was not already
deleted, the API read the IPFS file; (4) calculates the hash
code that compares with the hash code present in the HLF.
After finishing the process, all the information in HLF, IPFS
is returned to the user along with a tampered flag that became
true if the information has been tampered.

Algorithm 2 Read Data Subject
Input: I D
asset ← HLF .Get Asset(I D)

if not asset .Deleted then
f ile ← I PFS.Read(Asset .C I D)

hash ← SH A256( f ile)
tampered ← hash �= Asset .hash
return Asset, f ile, tampered

end if
return None

Figure 7 is a screenshot of the JSON object returned by
the read function, as displayed in a web page. The API iden-
tifies and presents the origin (BC or IPFS) of all data. In the
blockchain, the user ID, consent, timestamp, CID, hash and
deleted flag, in the IPFS, were stored all the personal infor-
mation (Address, Birthday, Email, Name, Phone Number)
and the user ID, consent and private key.

The delete function, which is mandatory for GDPR com-
pliance, consists of three steps: (1) get the asset from HLF
using the ID; (2) delete the user’s IPFS file and set the asset’s
deleted flag to true. Algorithm 3 illustrates this process.

The update function enables the system to be compliant
with GDPR’s right to rectification, by allowing the mod-
ification of stored information. The method to update DS
information consists of five steps: (1) get the asset from the
HLF; (2) use the CID present in the asset, delete the IPFS file;

Fig. 7 Successfully read user information

Algorithm 3 Delete Data Subject
Input: I D
asset ← HLF .Get Asset(I D)

if not asset .Deleted then
I PFS.Delete(Asset .C I D)

asset .set Deleted(True)
return true

end if
return false

(3) create a new one; (4) calculate a new hash; (5) update the
CID and hash in the BC record. The original record is never
deleted; however, this is not problematic, since personal data
are not stored there. The BC only contains validation hash
of the personal data stored off-chain, and it is not possible to
reconstitute the personal information from its hash.

Changing the public key is similar to update information:
(1) create a new key pair; (2) delete the previous IPFS file;
(3) create a new one with the new public key; (4) calculate
the hash; (5) write the newCID and hash in the BC; (6) return
the new private key.

Algorithm 4 is a simplification of the one used. The algo-
rithm showedonly receives as input onefield,while the actual
algorithm supports one or more fields as input. To list user
records by field: (1) use the function “list all users” pro-
vided by the chaincode; (2) iterate over the list; (3) add the
requested field to an array. The real function has auxiliary
arrays to which add the other fields.
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Algorithm 4 List by Field
Input: Field
assetsList ← HLF .Get All Assets()
Array ← Ø
for all asset ∈ assetsList do
if not asset .Deleted then

f ile ← I PFS.read(asset .C I D)

Array.append( f ile.Field)
end if

end for
return Array

Fig. 8 Field choose page

Figure 8 is a screenshot of the web page where the DP can
choose the fields for consultation. Figure9 shows the JSON
object returned by this operation, displayed in a web page
(DP chosen to consult name, email and phone number).

The function that returns the list of users is very similar to
the Algorithm 4. However, instead of adding only the infor-
mation of a field to the array, the “list all” algorithm appends
the whole user information (HLF record and IPFS file).

8 Evaluation

The evaluation of the tool is relative to the success of over-
coming the challenges of GDPR. This section enumerates
the main challenges found in the literature and explains how
each one was addressed, and how a blockchain system can
be designed to be fully compliant with GDPR.

8.1 Right to be forgotten

The main challenge found in the literature is the immutable
nature of records in blockchain (one of the core properties

Fig. 9 Read information by field

of blockchain) versus the Article 17 of GDPR which states
that “The data subject shall have the right to obtain from the
controller the erasure of personal data concerning him or her
without undue delay” [9]. The Right to Erasure (a.k.a Right
to be Forgotten) is incompatible with a classical approach to
store data in the blockchain system.

There are several approaches to address this problem.
We chose to add to the blockchain another storage system.
Adding an off-chain storage enables to have with the neces-
sary security to protect the data, while keeping the qualities
of blockchain, such as tamper-proof and the immutability of
records.

Some authors suggested to change the blockchain struc-
ture. For example, using chameleon hash [22, 44, 45],
although that alternative is not very reliable because it
breaks one of the biggest properties of the blockchain, the
immutability of records.Other papers propose to add updated
information blocks to the BC, but the previous information
would not be totally erased, and so the system will not be in
accordance with the GDPR.
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Another possible solution to this problem would be to
encrypt the information and destroy the key [32, 46–48].
However, independently of the encryption technology, it is
not possible to know for howmany years that technologywill
continue to be secure, especially considering the advances
that quantum cryptography has had in the last few years. That
means, personal information that would be erased could be
revealed later when technology allows the decryption.

We chose to use another storage system to hold the sensi-
tive data. This allows data to be completely erased (off-chain)
while maintaining a hash code of the information that is also
a pointer to where the information is stored.

We propose to use IPFS, a distributed and low latency sys-
tem that, like blockchain, does not rely on a central authority,
and all the nodes have the same control and authority over
the network.

This proposal was designed to allow fully deletion of per-
sonal data. All personal information is stored in the same file
in the IPFS network. When a DS wants to erase his informa-
tion from the system, the API deletes the IPFS file. The only
information that is left in the system relative to the personal
data is the hash and the CID. The hash can be used to ver-
ify logs and to audit the blockchain, but not to recover the
deleted information.

8.2 Right to rectification

According to Article 16 (Right to Rectification) “data sub-
jects have the right to rectify inaccurate personal data” [23].
This means that controllers must ensure that the data sub-
ject can rectify inaccurate or incomplete information [23],
but this article goes against the essence of blockchain for the
same reasons as the previous challenge: blockchain records
are unalterable.

This challenge was solved with the same approach as the
right to be erasure. Since a file can be deleted, to rectify
any information, delete the previous file is deleted and cre-
ate a new file created with the updated information. This
approach guarantees that the respective metadata in the HLF
are updated. Since the previous file is deleted, it is impos-
sible to access the previous information. Like deleting, the
updating process leaves the previous hash and CID in the
blockchain.

8.3 Right to data portability

Right to Data Portability (Article 20) states that every DS
should receive (upon request) his “own personal data from
theDC in a structured and commonly usedmachine-readable
format” [23]. This right is ensured because all personal infor-
mation relative to a DS is stored in a single file in the IPFS
network. So this requirement is met by the read function in
the API.

The DS may get all his information in two different ways.
The first way is to use the read function present in the API.
When the read function is called, theAPI returns the personal
information and metadata. The second way is to ask the data
controller to invoke the same function on his record and send
the file to the DS.

8.4 Identification of roles and accountability

The identification of roles and accountability is not straight-
forward. There is more than one system storing and process-
ing information, and more than one hierarchy architecture.
To address this challenge, this section is divided into three
parts: roles and accountability in the blockchain, in the IPFS,
and in the API.

GDPR identifies four stakeholders, the data subject (the
person that the data refers to), the data controller (who deter-
mines the purpose and the processing that will be done),
the data processor (who indeed processes the data) and the
supervisor authority (an independent public authority that is
responsible for the enforcement of the GDPR) [17].

Blockchain Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned block
chain that has an authorisation and authentication system
as well as a hierarchy. HLF allows to distinguish several
stakeholders, orderers, peers, CA admins and organisation
admins. In HLF, orderers maintain the ledger and can be con-
sidered data processors, peers (who invoke functions on the
ledger) are considered data controllers and data processors
(since, beyond storing information, they decide what assets
are stored).

IPFS In an IPFS network, all the nodes have access to the
same data and, using cluster, all the nodes have privileges to
create, read and update the files. Given these characteristics,
all nodes in an IPFS network can be considered both data
processors and data controllers. The IPFS nodes correspond
to the same machines as HLF peers.

API There are specific roles in the API to DS, DP and
DC. The only stakeholders that should process and control
data are the DC and DP. This makes possible to define an
accountable group for each action. The accountability for
the action should fall on the DC and DP users.

The Supervisor Authority (SA) has access to HLF and to
the IPFS network. However, SA has no access to the key
used to cipher the information before storing the data in the
IPFS. The SA can verify that a DS has been erased by check-
ing whether the correspondent IPFS file is not available. To
ensure that the information about a DS has been rectified, the
SA should try to retrieve the previous IPFS file and check
that only the new one exists. All these verifications are per-
formed without having access to the user information, only
to the hash codes and ciphered information.
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Fig. 10 Create multiple records

Fig. 11 Delete multiple records

8.5 Performance

The performance tests were made by applying a use case
with fictional records of personal data. The records contained
name, email, cellphone number, birthday and address and had
the following structure: “RhondaGivens; rhonda@email.com;
907604624; 2017-03-31; Rhonda’s Street”

We performed tests in the most important functions of the
system: create, read, delete, list all users, and list one field of
each user. Each one of the tests was performed using a bash
script that made requests to the API. Figure10 illustrates the
time taken to create 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10.000 and 100.000
personal records, both inHLF and in IPFS. The time to delete
records is illustrated in Fig. 11 for the same values, except
100.000. In both cases, the time increase is linear.

The read function is independent of the number of records
stored in the system. While the number of records stored in
the system increased, the time required to read a random
record remained similar. This can be verified in Fig. 12.

Figure 13 reports the time to list all personal data in the
system,while Fig. 14 shows the time taken to get all the infor-
mation relative to a field. To perform this test, we increased
the number of records while reading always the same field
(name). Both graphs show linear growth.

Fig. 12 Read one record depending on the total number of records

Fig. 13 List all records

Fig. 14 List one specific information

For the previous tests, the scripts were run in just one
virtual machine, and checked in the other three. For the fol-
lowing tests, we invoked the same script in all four machines
at the same time. Figures15 and 16 show that the time to
create and delete records decreases by a factor of four (the
number of VMs), but remains linear.

8.6 Main limitations

In a distributed system, it is always difficult to make a
clear identification of data controllers and data processors.
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Fig. 15 Create in 4 VMs

Fig. 16 Delete in 4 VMs

Although we take this challenge into account, the process to
identify these two roles remains a challenge.

There exists a substantial delay in some functions (List and
Delete) when the number of users escalates, although there
is a simple solution to speed up each of these operations.
Regarding List All, the users’ data can be distributed over
different web pages (instead of displaying everything in just
one) and, regarding deletion, instead of invoking the IPFS
garbage collector after each elimination, it can be invoked
periodically. However, we have not implemented and tested
this solutions.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed and implemented a blockchain
system to store personal data, complying with GDPR. We
proposed a model and described each step of the implemen-
tation, along with the technologies. We evaluated the system
in terms of performance and compliance with GDPR to per-
ceive the weaknesses and strengths of using blockchain to
store personal data, and to know which techniques must be
used to complywithGDPR.Our system keeps themajor ben-
efits of storing data in the blockchain (verifiability integrity,
tamper resistance, no single point of failure, availability,

among others) while complying with the most challenging
articles of GDPR concerning the storage of personal data in
the blockchain, a immutable system (right to be forgotten,
right to rectification, right to data portability).

9.1 Research contributions

This paper presents a system to store personal data in
blockchain complying with GDPR, along with functional
system implementation. The paper shows the results of test-
ing the main operations on data with authentication and
authorisation. The system implementation includes a REST
API with a graphic interface that can be used through a web
browser or directly through the console. In addition, we also
have written a full (and easy to follow) tutorial to create a
Hyperledger Fabric network with three organisations, three
orderer nodes and four peer nodes [49].

9.2 Future work

We propose three possible directions for future work:
improve the system functionalities, add new functionalities,
and further evaluate the current tool.

Regarding the improvement of the system, it would be
important to do a systematic anddeep study about the identifi-
cation of data processors and data controllers in a blockchain
system with off-chain storage. It would be also important to
reduce the time of the “List All” and “Delete” functions,
for example, using the methods mentioned in the previous
section.

Regarding additional functionalities, we are currently
developing a new survey feature that allows the data con-
troller to create free-response surveys. These surveys have a
specific consent and deadline date, after which all informa-
tion relating to the survey is deleted. The data processor can
access the survey data without having access to the identifi-
cation of the users that responded. Users can create, edit and
delete responses and can only respond once to each survey.

Finally, for a more extensive evaluation of the system,
we propose to do a performance test with a benchmark on
the system using IPFS and Cloud as off-chain storage and
compare results. Also, it would be very interesting to have
GDPRexperts evaluate themodel to verify any possible flaws
in the GDPR compliance.
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